Abstract. Oeljeklaus-Toma (OT) manifolds are complex non-Kähler manifolds whose construction arises from specific number fields. In this note, we compute their de Rham cohomology in terms of invariants associated to the background number field. This is done by two distinct approaches, one by averaging over a certain compact group, and the other one using the Leray-Serre spectral sequence. In addition, we compute also their twisted cohomology.
Introduction
Oeljeklaus-Toma manifolds, introduced by K. Oeljeklaus and M. Toma in [OT05] , are compact complex non-Kähler manifolds which are higher dimension analogues of Inoue surfaces of type S 0 (see [Ino74] ). They are quotients of H sˆCt by discrete groups of affine transformations arising from a number field K and a particular choice of a subgroup of units U of K. They are commonly referred to as OT manifolds of type ps, tq, and denoted by XpK, U q. These manifolds have been of particular interest for locally conformally Kähler (LCK) geometry. When they were introduced, OT manifolds of type ps, 1q were shown to carry LCK metrics and they constituted the first examples of manifolds to disprove a conjecture of Vaisman, according to which the odd index Betti numbers of an LCK manifold should be odd. As a matter of fact, in higher dimension, all other explicit examples of LCK manifolds that are known in the literature admit an LCK metric with potential (cf. [OV10] ), which makes them share similar properties with the Hopf manifolds. For this reason, understanding OT manifolds, which do not admit such metrics, should give more insight into LCK geometry. So far, significant advances have been made in the study of OT manifolds. Many of their properties are closely related to the arithmetical properties of pK, U q, as can be seen particularly in the papers of M. Parton and V. Vuletescu [PV12] and of O. Braunling [Bra17] . OT manifolds were shown to carry the structure of a solvmanifold by H. Kasuya [Kas13b] , and those of type ps, 1q to contain no non-trivial complex submanifolds by L. Ornea and M. Verbitsky [OV11] . A delicate issue seems to be the existence of LCK metrics on OT manifolds This group acts on H sˆCt by dilatations as: R u pw, zq " pσ 1 puqw 1 , . . . , σ s puqw s , σ s`1 puqz 1 , . . . , σ s`t puqz t q, u P O˚,K .
This action is free, but not properly discontinuous. However, as shown in [OT05] , one can choose a rank s subgroup U in O˚,K which embeds as a lattice in pR ą0 q s via: j : U Ñ pR ą0 q s u Þ Ñ pσ 1 puq, . . . , σ s puqq.
We will denote by U H -U the lattice jpU q. In particular, U acts properly discontinuously on H sˆCt . Clearly, U also acts on O K , so that one gets a free, properly discontinuous action of the semi-direct product Γ :" U¸O K on H sˆCt . The quotient of this action X :" H sˆCt {Γ, denoted by XpK, U q, is the Oeljeklaus-Toma manifold of type ps, tq associated to K and U . Since the action of Γ onX is holomorphic, X is a complex manifold. Moreover, it is compact, because it has in fact the structure of a torus fiber bundle over another torus:
Indeed, this last assertion can be seen as follows: the natural projection π :X " pR ą0 q sˆTn Ñ pR ą0 q s is a trivial T n -fiber bundle over pR ą0 q s . The group U acts onX, but also on pR ą0 q s by translations via j, andπ is equivariant for this action. As X "X{U and T s " pR ą0 q s {U ,π descends to the T n -fiber bundle (2.1). For later use, it is important to note that π is a flat fiber bundle, meaning that it has locally constant transition functions. This is equivalent to saying that it is given by a representation R : π 1 pT s q " U H Ñ DiffpT n q, u Þ Ñ Φ u . We can make R explicit, after identifying U H with U . Recalling that T n " R sˆCt {O K and denoting by r " pr 1 , . . . , r s q the real coordinates on R s , for any u P U , Φ u is given by:
(2.2) Φ u ppr, zq mod O K q " pσ 1 puqr 1 , . . . , σ s puqr s , σ s`1 puqz 1 , . . . , σ m puqz tmod O K which is clearly well defined, since u¨O K " O K , for all u P U . The tangent bundle ofX splits smoothly as TX " E ' V , where E is the pullback of T pR ą0 q s and V is the pullback of T T n onX by the natural projections. These bundles are trivial, and for later use we will need to fix a global frame of V˚b C overX. If z 1 , . . . , z t denote the holomorphic coordinates on C t and w 1 " r 1`i v 1 , . . . , w s " r s`i v s are holomorphic coordinates on H s , also viewed as local coordinates onX, we choose as a basis of C 8 pX, V˚bCq over C 8 pX, Cq:
e j " dr j for 1 ď j ď s, e s`j " dz j and e s`t`j " ds z j for 1 ď j ď t.
In particular, for any 0 ď l ď n, a frame for Ź l V˚b C is given by:
For any multi-index I " p0 ă i 1 ă . . . ă i l ď nq, let us denote by σ I : U Ñ C˚the representation:
(2.4) σ I puq " σ i 1 puq¨¨¨σ i l puq.
Then an element u P U acts on e I by u˚e I " σ I puqe I .
2.2. Leray-Serre spectral sequence of a locally trivial fibration. In this section, we review the general properties of the Leray-Serre spectral sequence associated to a fiber bundle. For a thorough presentation of spectral sequences and the Leray-Serre sequence we refer to [GH78] and [BT13] . Let F Ñ X π Ý Ñ B be a locally trivial fibration. For a trivializing open set U Ă B for π, we denote by ϕ U an isomorphism ϕ U : π´1pU q Ñ UˆF , and for two trivialising open sets U, V , we denote by g U V " ϕ U˝ϕ´1 V the corresponding transition function. Let us also denote by X v the sheaf of vertical vector fields on X, i.e. the vector fields tangent to the fibers of π.
If Ω k is the sheaf of C-valued smooth k-forms on X, we have the de Rham complex of X:
. . which is endowed with the following descending filtration:
By the theory of spectral sequences, this filtration determines a sequence of double complexes pE 
The complex E r`1 , called the pr`1q-th page of E, is defined recurrently as the cohomology of pE r , d r q. We now make explicit the definition of each page of the spectral sequence. The pages E 0 and E 1 are simply given by:
The second page is again:
In order to write down d 2 , one needs now to make sense of the objects of E 2 . If rηs
In general, by induction, one can show that d r : E p,q r Ñ E p`r,q´r`1 r is given by:
where δ " ξ 1`. . .`ξ r´1 , and the elements ξ 1 P F p`1 K p`q , . . . , ξ r´1 P F p`r´1 K p`q are chosen via diagram chasing such that dη´dδ P F p`r K p`q`1 . When the fiber bundle π is flat, one has a C 8 splitting of T X " T B ' T F , where, locally, T B is the tangent space of B and T F , of the fiber. The differential d also splits as d B`dF with d 2 B " 0 and d 2 F " 0, where d B is the derivation in the direction of the basis and d F is the derivation along the fiber. In this case, the spectral sequence becomes more explicit. We have an induced splitting of the vector bundle of k-forms:
and then E p,q 0 " C 8 pX, Ź p TB b Ź q TF q for any 0 ď p, q ď k. Moreover, one has:
so that, by (2.6), d 2 is given by:
In general, for a given element r. . .
, obtained by chasing diagrams.
2.3. Twisted cohomology. Let M be a compact differentiable manifold, let θ be a complex valued closed one-form on M and let d θ be the differential operator d θ " d´θ^¨. Since d 2 θ " 0, we have a complex: Lemma 2.1: Let τ P H 1 pM, Cq be a de Rham class. Then the following are equivalent:
Proof. Clearly, if p3q holds then H 0 τ pM, Cq " H 0 pM, Cq ‰ 0, so we have p1q. Now suppose p1q holds, meaning that if we choose a representative θ P τ , there exists a smooth function h : M Ñ C so that hθ " dh, with h not identically zero. Then we also have hθ " dh, which implies d|h| 2 " |h| 2 2 Re θ. This is a linear first order differential system, so if |h| 2 has some zero, then h would vanish everywhere on M . Thus, we have 2 Re θ " d ln |h| 2 , and without any loss of generality, we can now suppose that Re θ " 0. On the universal coverM , there exists f P C 8 pM , Cq so that θ " df . Then we find:
dpe´f hq " e´f p´df h`dhq " 0 thus h " ce f , with c P C a constant. On the other hand, by the universal coefficient theorem and Hurewicz theorem we have H 1 pM, Cq -Hompπ 1 pM q, Cq, and the homomorphism τ : π 1 pM q Ñ C correspondig to θ is precisely given by τ pγq " γ˚f´f , γ P π 1 pM q. Thus, as e f " c´1h is defined on M , it is π 1 pM q-invariant as a function onM , so that we have γ˚e f " e f e τ pγq " e f , @γ P π 1 pM q implying that Im τ Ă 2πiZ, from which assertion p2q follows. Similarly, if p2q holds and we choose θ a representative of τ and write θ " df onM , then as τ pγq " γ˚f´f P 2πiZ for any γ P π 1 pM q, the function h " e f is π 1 pM q-invariant and descends to a well-defined function h : M Ñ C˚satisfying dh " hθ. Finally, let us note that in this case d θ p¨q " hdph´1¨q, which establishes an isomorphism between the twisted cohomology H ‚ τ pM q and H ‚ pM, Cq.
Remark 2.2: A result of [DLLMP03] states that if θ P Ω 1 M pM, Rq is a non-zero closed form, and there exists a Riemannian metric on M so that θ is parallel for the corresponding Levi-Civita connection, then we have H ‚ θ pM q " 0. Note that this is not true if θ is complex valued. The twisted cohomology can also be seen as the cohomology of certain flat line bundles. In general, these are parametrized by elements ρ P Hompπ 1 pM q, C˚q as follows: we let L ρ be the induced complex line bundle over M , that is the quotient ofMˆC by the action of π 1 pM q given by:
γpx, λq " pγpxq, ρpγqλq, γ P π 1 pM q, px, λq PMˆC.
Moreover, we endow L ρ with the unique flat connection ∇ whose corresponding parallel sections are exactly the locally constant sections of L ρ . Denote by d ∇ the differential operator acting on Ω ‚ M bL τ which is induced by ∇ by the Leibniz rule. Then the cohomology of (L ρ , ∇q is the cohomology denoted by H ‚ pM, L ρ q of the complex:
Equivalently, if we let L ρ be the sheaf of parallel sections of pL ρ , ∇q, then we also have a
where the latter is the sheaf cohomology. L ρ is called a local system, and determines and is completely determined by pL ρ , ∇q.
On the other hand, the exponential induces an exact sequence:
and all elements ρ P ker c 1 Ă H 1 pM, C˚q -Hompπ 1 pM q, C˚q are of the form exp τ , with τ P Hompπ 1 pM q, Cq. For the corresponding flat line bundle pL ρ , ∇q, the connection has an explicit form. We choose θ P τ a representative, write θ " dϕ onM , so that s " e ϕ determines a global trivialising section of L ρ . Then ∇ is given by ∇s " θ b s, and it can be easily seen that this construction does not depend on the chosen τ P exp´1pρq, nor on θ P τ . Moreover, we have a natural isomorphism:
Also note that if H 2 pM, Zq, or also H 1 pM, Zq, has no torsion, then the map c 1 in (2.8) is zero, and then all flat line bundles on M are of this form.
In particular, by Lemma 2.1 we have the following result:
Proof. The only if part is assured by Lemma 2.1. On the other hand, if τ R H 1 pS 1 , 2πiZq, then also´τ R H 1 pS 1 , 2πiZq, thus Lemma 2.1 implies H 0 τ pS 1 q " H 0 τ pS 1 q " 0. Finally, by Poincaré duality we find H 1 τ pS 1 q -H 0 τ pS 1 q˚" 0, which concludes the proof. This allows us to prove the following, which we will use a number of times in the sequel:
Lemma 2.4: Let T s be the compact s-dimensional torus, let ρ : π 1 pT s q Ñ C˚be any representation of π 1 pT s q on C and let pL ρ , ∇q Ñ T s be the associated flat complex line bundle. Then H ‚ pT s , L ρ q " 0 if and only if ρ is not trivial.
Proof. Let ρ P Hompπ 1 pM q, C˚q be a non-trivial element. As H 2 pT s , Zq is a free abelian group, there exists 0
Let us identify T s with pS 1 q s , and let p k : T s Ñ S 1 the the projection on the k-th component, for k P t1, . . . , su. If we denote by ν a generator of H 1 pS 1 , Zq, then τ writes τ " ř s k"1 a k pkν, with a 1 , . . . , a s P C, not all 2πiZ-valued. In particular, it follows that
Now, by the Künneth formula for local systems (see [Dim04, Corollary 2.3.31]) it follows that:
Since there exists at least one k P t1, . . . , su with a k R 2πiZ, Lemma 2.3 implies that H ‚ pS 1 , L a k νq vanishes, and the conclusion follows.
Notation. In all that follows, the sheaf of complex valued C 8 l-forms on X will be denoted by Ω l X or simply by Ω l , if there is no ambiguity about the manifold X, and its global sections will be denoted by Ω l X pXq or by Ω l pXq. Also, for a given OT manifold X of type ps, tq corresponding to pK, U q, we will sometimes denote by Γ :" U˙O K its fundamental group and byX :" H sˆCt {O K . Concerning the compact tori that will appear in our discussion, we will use the notation T k for the k-dimensional torus viewed as a smooth manifold (without any additional structure), and T for the n-dimensional abelian compact Lie group which, in our case, acts onX, where n " 2t`s. As already mentioned, U acts on T by conjugation, and for any u P U , we will denote by c u P AutpTq the automorphism c u paq " u´1au. For any q P N˚we will denote by I q the set of multi-indexes I " p0 ă i 1 ă . . . ă i q ď nq and for I P I q we will denote by |I| the length of I which is q. Finally, for a given representation ρ : π 1 pT s q " U H Ñ C˚, we denote by L ρ the induced flat complex line bundle over T s , and for a closed one-form θ on X, we denote by ρ θ P HompU, C˚q " HompΓ, C˚q the representation it induces.
The de Rham cohomology
In the next two sections, we will prove in two different ways the following result:
Theorem 3.1: Let X " XpK, U q be an OT manifold of type ps, tq of complex dimension m. For any l P t0, . . . , 2mu we have:
In particular, the Betti numbers of X are given by:
where ρ q is the cardinal of the set tI | |I| " q, σ I " 1u.
In this section, we compute the de Rham cohomology of an OT manifold X by identifying it with the cohomology of invariant forms on X with respect to a certain compact torus action. In order to be precise, let us fix an OT manifold X " XpK, U q of type ps, tq and of complex dimension m " s`t. Recall that T " T n acts holomorphically by translations on X " H sˆCt {O K , but not on X. However, by identifying smooth forms on X with smooth U -invariant forms onX, it makes then sense to speak of T-invariant forms on X: these will be exactly the U˙T-invariant forms onX. Let us denote by A ‚ the graded sheaf of such invariant forms, which is a subsheaf of Ω ‚ X . The differential d acting on Ω ‚ X fixes A ‚ , so pA ‚ , dq is a subcomplex of the de Rham complex of X. As in the usual setting of a manifold endowed with a compact group action, we have the following: Lemma 3.2: There exists a projection graded morphism π : Ω ‚ X Ñ A ‚ commuting with the differential d.
Proof. The projection morphism will be given by averaging over the torus action. Let us fix 0 ď l ď 2m, and consider a (local) smooth l-form η on X, identified with a U -invariant form onX. Let µ be the T-invariant n-form on T with ş T µ " 1, and let:
Clearly, πη is a T-invariant form onX. In order to see that it descends to a form on X, we have to show that πη is U -invariant. Indeed, for any u P U , if c u P AutpTq is the conjugation a Þ Ñ u´1au as before, then we have:
Above, we made the change of variable a Þ Ñ c´1 u paq, and then used the fact that µ is a constant c u -invariant form on T, so that µpc´1 u paqq " ppc´1 u q˚µqpaq " µpaq.
Finally, it is clear from the definition of π that it commutes with d, and that π restricted to A ‚ is the identity.
In the context of a manifold endowed with a compact group action, a standard result states that the de Rham cohomology of the manifold is the cohomology of invariant forms. This is still true in our context, and the proof follows the same lines:
Lemma 3.3: For any 0 ď l ď 2m, any open set O Ă X and any d-closed form η P Ω l X pOq there exists some β P Ω l´1 X pOq so that πη´η " dβ. In particular, we have an isomorphism
Proof. Let η P Ω l X pOq be a closed form, letÔ be the preimage of O inX and, as before, identify η with a form onÔ. Let a P T and let tΦ v a u vPR be a one-parameter subgroup of T with Φ 1 a " a. Let ξ a be the vector field onX generated by Φ a , and consider the map F a : RˆÔ ÑÔ, pv, xq Þ Ñ Φ v a pxq " x`va. We then have Få η " η 1`d v^η 2 , with η 1 pv,¨q " pΦ v a q˚η and η 2 pv,¨q " ι ξa pΦ v a q˚η. If we denote by d X the differential with respect to the X-variables on RˆÔ, then dη " 0 implies:
In particular, we have
a˚η´η "
Denoting by β a the form ş 1 0 η 2 dv and by β :" ş T β a µpaq, we have πη´η " dβ, and we are then left with showing that the form β is U -invariant. Let u P U and a P T. Upon noting that
cupaq u´1q " ξ cupaq we have:
So, as in the previous lemma, the T-invariance of µ implies then that ş T β cupaq µpaq " β. For the last assertion, it is enough to see that the inclusion ι : A ‚ Ñ Ω ‚ induces an isomorphism Hpιq in cohomology. If η P A l pXq verifies η " dα, α P Ω l´1 pXq, then η " πη " dπα, so Hpιq is injective. If η P Ω l is a closed form, then by the above we have Hpιqrπηs " rπηs dR " rηs dR , so Hpιq is surjective.
For the sequel, we will fix some l P t0, . . . , 2mu. Recalling that the tangent bundle ofXpR ą0 q sˆTn splits smoothly as TX " E ' V , where E is the pullback of T pR ą0 q s and V is the pullback of T T n onX, we have:
If we denote by A l p the sheaf which associates to any open set
whereÔ is the pre-image of O inX, then we also have:
At the same time, A l can be seen as:
then we have:
Aq. Now let us take a closer look at the complex C ‚ l . Denoting by d E the differentiation in the E direction, pC ‚ l , dq is a subcomplex of:
which, in turn, is just C 8 pX, Ź l V˚b Cq tensorized by:
But recall that, for any 0 ď q ď l, Ź q V˚b C is globally trivialised overX by te I u IPIq , where I q denotes the set of all multi-indexes I " p0 ă i 1 ă . . . ă i q ď nq and the forms e I were defined in (2.3). Thus, for any 0 ď p ď l, we have:
Moreover, a section η " f b e I of Ź p E˚b Ce I belongs to A p`|I| p if and only if it is T-invariant and (3.4)
u˚f " σ I puq´1f for any u P U.
If we denote by E p σ I the sheaf of T-invariant sections f of Ź p E˚bC which are σ´1 I equivariant, i.e. verify (3.4), it follows that we have:
Moreover, as the e I 's are closed forms, we have:
So finally we get that the complex C ‚ l´p splits into the complexes on X: So, putting together (3.7), (3.6), (3.3), Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 2.4, we get:
leading, together with Lemma 2.4, to Theorem 3.1.
The Leray-Serre spectral sequence of OT manifolds
Let X " XpK, U q be an OT manifold of type ps, tq. In this section, we are interested in computing its de Rham cohomology using the Leray-Serre spectral sequence associated to the fibration depicted in (2.1):
We endow the de Rham complex of X with the filtration described in (2.5). It turns out that the Leray-Serre sequence associated to this filtration degenerates at the page E 2 and we prove this by outlining the special properties of the OT fiber bundle. Let us start by noting that we have two fiber bundles over T s associated to this fibration:
Indeed, recall that we have an action of U H on T n defined in (2.2), with respect to which π is defined as pR ą0 q sˆTn {U H Ñ T s . But then we also have an induced action of U H on Ω ‚ pT n q by push-forward, which defines Ω ‚ pT n q :" pR ą0 q sˆΩ‚ pT n q{U H Ñ T s as an infinitedimensional vector bundle over T s . Also we have an induced action of U H on H ‚ pT n , Cq, which then defines the vector bundle H ‚ pT n q :" pR ą0 q sˆH ‚ pT n , Cq{U H Ñ T s . Fact 1: The fibration is locally constant, meaning that if U α X U β is a connected open subset of T s , then g αβ : U α X U βˆT n Ñ U α X U βˆT n only depends on the T n -variables. This allows us to make the following identification:
Indeed, recall that we have T X " E 'V , where, locally, E is the tangent bundle of the base T s and V is the tangent bundle of the fiber T n , and we have identified E p,q 0 with C 8 pX, Ź p E˚b Ź q V˚b Cq. Consider η P E p,q 0 and suppose that U α is an open set of T s trivializing π via ϕ α : π´1pU α q Ñ U αˆT n . Write pϕ α q˚η " ř i a α i^b α i , where, for each i, a α i is a p-form on U α and b α i is an element of C 8 pU αˆT n , Ź q T˚T n b Cq which may depend on both the coordinates of U α and of T n . Of course, the forms a α i and b α i are not unique. If pU β , ϕ β q is another trivializing open set for π intersecting U α , then we have:
As g βα is locally constant on U α X U β , pg βα q˚a α i " a α i , therefore pϕ β q˚η " ř i a α i^p g βα q˚b α i . In particular, for each i, the forms ta α i u α glue up to a well-defined global p-form a i on T s and η is then an element of Ω p pT s , Ω q pT n qq. Fact 2: H q pT n q is a completely reducible local system. Indeed, as already mentioned, H q pT n q is a flat vector bundle defined by the induced representation rRs : U H Ñ AutpH q pT n , Cqq. In order to determine rRs, recall that we have fixed a frame for V˚over pR ą0 q sˆTn given by te 1 , . . . , e n u in (2.3). As this frame does not depend on pR ą0 q s , it induces a frame for T˚T n over T n which we will denote the same, and we have H q pT n , Cq " Ź q Cte 1 , . . . , e n u "
' IPIq Ce I . Then, for any I and any u P U H , we have rRspuqe I " rRpuq˚e I s " σ´1 I puqe I , or also rRs " ř IPIq σ´1 I under the above direct sum decomposition. For any multi-index I, let us denote, as before, by L σ I Ñ T s the flat line bundle defined by the representation σ I , so that H q pT n q " ' IPIq Lσ I . If ∇ I denotes the induced connection on Lσ I and ∇ q denotes the induced flat connection on H q pT n q, then also ∇ q splits with respect to the direct sum decomposition as ∇ q " ř IPIq ∇ I . In particular, we also obtain:
Fact 3: The base is a torus. This allows us to compute, via Lemma 2.4:
Let us now describe the pages of the Leray-Serre sequence of the OT fibration. Page 0: By Fact 1, we have E p,q 0
» Ω p pT s , Ω q pT n qq. In order to determine
, which on X corresponds to differentiation in the V -direction, let us first identify the corresponding operator on Ω ‚ pT n q. Consider the differential of T n which acts on Ω ‚ pT n q, and then define by d v the operator acting on pR ą0 q sˆΩ‚ pT n q trivially on the first factor, and as the differential of T n on the second one. Clearly, this operator commutes with the action of U H , and so descends to an operator d v on Ω ‚ pT n q. Under the isomorphism (4.3), we have
Page 1: By (4.6) we have E p,q be a non-zero element and let η "
, hence, according to (2.6), d 2 is given by:
At the same time, by (4.5) in Fact 3, we have that any element
can be represented by a sum:
where for each I appearing in the sum, α I P Ω p pT s q is a closed form on T s , and e I , given in (2.3), is U invariant onX, and so descends to a global element of Ω q pT n q on T s , verifying d ∇ e I " 0. In particular, we have
Finally, for any r ě 2, any class in E p,q r can be represented by r. . .
, where η is of the form (4.8). Since dη " pd ∇`dv qη " 0, by (2.7) all ξ 1 , . . . , ξ r´1 can be chosen to be zero, so d r " 0. Thus we have shown:
Theorem 4.1: The Leray-Serre spectral sequence of OT manifolds degenerates at E 2 . As a corollary of this, one immediately obtains Theorem 3.1.
Twisted cohomology of OT manifolds
Now we want to compute the twisted cohomology groups of OT manifolds with respect to any closed one-form. We recall that v j stands for Im w j , for every 1 ď j ď s. The exact statement that we will obtain is the following:
Theorem 5.1: Let X " XpK, U q be an OT manifold of type ps, tq and of complex dimension m, and let θ " ř s k"1 a k d ln v k be a closed one-form on XpK, U q, where a 1 , . . . , a s P C. Then for any l P t0, . . . , 2mu we have:
In particular, the corresponding twisted Betti numbers are given by:
where ρ θ q is the cardinal of the set tI | |I| " q, ρ θ b σ I " 1u. It is already known from [OT05] that b 1 pXq " s, hence any closed one form is cohomologous to one of the form π˚η, where η is closed one-form on T s . As the twisted cohomology H ‚ θ depends only on the de Rham cohomology class of θ, and not on θ itself, we can assume that θ is the pullback of a form from T s . We are going to use the same approach as in the previous section. Consider the complex:
. . .
which we endow with the same descending filtration as before:
It is easy to see that it is indeed a filtration, i.e.
, as a consequence of θ being the pullback of a form from T s . We study the spectral sequence associated to K θ with this filtration, which we denote also by E ‚ . Again, we denote by Ω q pT n q and by H q pT n q the vector bundles described in (4.1) and (4.2), and as before we have the 0-th page:
and via this isomorphism,
is given over a trivializing open set U α by:
Thus, we again have:
where d ∇ the differential operator induced by the corresponding flat connection on Lθ b H q pT n q. Thus we obtain the second page:
Let θ " ř s k"1 a k d ln v k with a k P C, which induces the representation ρ θ " σ a 1
1 b¨¨¨b σ as s P Hompπ 1 pT s q, C˚q. The flat vector bundle Lθ b H q pT n q over T s is then given by the representation rRs θ : U H Ñ AutpH q pT n qq, rRs θ :" pρ θ q´1 b rRs. We again have:
Theorem 5.2: The spectral sequence associated to K ‚ θ degenerates at the second page. Proof. As before, we want to show that d r " 0 for r ě 2. We notice that, as H q pT n q is a completely reducible local system, then so is Lθ b H q pT n q. The same arguments as in Fact 2 and Fact 3 in Section 3 show that we have an isomorphism:
where e I is now identified with a global parallel frame of Lθ b Lσ I . This means that any element
2 can be represented, globally on T s , by:
with α I closed one forms on T s . Since we have d ∇ e I " 0 for any I, we obtain
Moreover, by (2.7) and by the same arguments used to prove Theorem 4.1, each ξ 1 , . . . , ξ r´1 can step by step be chosen to be 0 and thus d r " 0, for r ě 2. We proved thus that E 2 " E 8 .
We proceed now with the proof of Theorem 5.1:
Finally, in order to represent H l θ pX, Cq by U invariant forms onX, we need to tensorize with a global frame ξ of
k onX, and so the conclusion follows.
Remark 5.3: We want to draw attention to the fact that for both spectral sequences involved in our proofs, the isomorphism E ‚,‚ 2 -H ‚ pBq b H ‚ pF q alone was not enough to imply the degeneracy of E ‚,‚ r at page E 2 . An example of fiber bundle F Ñ X Ñ B for which this isomorphism at the second page holds, but whose corresponding Leray-Serre spectral sequence does not degenerate at E 2 is given by the Hopf fibration S 1 Ñ S 2n`1 Ñ CP n .
Applications and Examples
Let us start this section by giving the immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1, which is the explicit cohomology of OT manifolds when there are no trivial representations other than the obvious ones:
Corollary 6.1: Let pK, U q be a number field together with an admissible group of units U Ă K so that U admits no trivial representations σ I other than the ones corresponding to I " H and I " p1, 2, . . . , nq, and let X be the OT manifold associated to pK, U q. The Betti numbers of X are:
Corollary 6.2: For an OT manifold of type ps, tq, all Betti numbers b l for 0 ď l ď s and for 2m´s ď l ď 2m are positive.
Proof. For 0 ď l ď s, H l pT s , Cq is a summand of H l pX, Cq, corresponding to p " l and I " H, so σ I " 1. Hence:
The assertion follows for 2m´s ď l ď 2m by the Poincaré duality.
We have computed the cohomology algebras of an OT manifold XpK, U q in terms of numerical invariants associated to pK, U q, namely in terms of the trivial representations σ I of U . Clearly, if pK, U q is not simple, in the sense that there exists an intermediate field extension q " p´1q p f p1q " 1.
Since u is also clearly positive, we can then take U to be generated by u. Let then X " XpK, U q be the corresponding OT manifold. We claim that there is no index I with p ą |I| ě 2 and σ I " 1. By Corollary 6.1, this will imply that the Betti numbers of X will verify
Let us assume by contradiction the existence of such I " p1 ď i 1 ă . . . ă i k ď pq, with k ă p.
For any 1 ď j ď p, we denote by σ j the embedding of K into C mapping p ? 2 to p ? 2ε j´1 . Then σ I " 1 rewrites as:
equivalent to:
..i k´k`l , and the symbolˆover an element marks the fact that the element is missing. Let g be the polynomial: 2 over the field Qpεq is X p´2 , contradicting the fact that k " deg g ă p.
We can also obtain, via Corollary 6.1, the explicit de Rham cohomology algebra of OT manifolds of type ps, 1q. These manifolds are known to admit locally conformally Kähler (LCK) metrics, which by definition are Hermitian metrics induced by Kähler metrics on the universal cover on which the fundamental group acts by homotheties. Equivalently, they are Hermitian metrics whose fundamental form Ω verifies dΩ " θ^Ω, where θ is a closed real one-form on the manifold, called the Lee form. Such metrics were constructed in [OT05] on all OT manifolds of type ps, 1q, but in general it is still an open problem to decide whether LCK metrics might exist on other types of OT manifolds. The existence of an LCK metric translates into a condition on the numerical data pK, U q: if XpK, U q admits an LCK metric, then, by [OT05, Proposition 2.9], for any u P U we have:
In the appendix to [Dub14] of L. Battisti, it was shown in Theorem 8, p.271, that (6.3) is also a sufficient condition for an LCK metric to exist.
Proposition 6.4: Let X be an OT manifold of type ps, tq admitting some LCK metric. Its de Rham cohomology algebra H ‚ pX, Cq is isomorphic to the graded algebra over C generated by:
In particular, its Betti numbers are:
Proof. By Corollary 6.1, it suffices to show that U admits no trivial representations σ I other than the two obvious ones. So let I " p0 ă i 1 ă . . . ă i k ď nq with k ą 0 and σ I " 1. After eventually renumbering the coordinates, we can suppose without loss of generality that I is of the form I " p1, . . . q, j 1 , . . . j p , s`t`1, . . . s`t`lq, with 0 ď q ď s ă j 1 ă . . . ă j p ď s`t and 0 ď p, l ď t.
Since σ I " 1 we have |σ I | " 1 which, together with (6.3), gives the relation:
As σ 1 , . . . , σ s are R-linearly independent, this relation must be the trivial one, implying that l`p " 2t and q " s, so I " p1, . . . , nq, which finishes the proof. In LCK geometry, it is interesting to know also the twisted cohomology with respect to the Lee form of the LCK metric. For the OT manifolds, we first determine the set of all possible de Rham classes of Lee forms of LCK metrics, then compute the corresponding twisted cohomology. The result that follows generalizes the result in [Oti18] , where it is proven that the set of possible Lee classes of LCK metrics on Inoue surfaces of type S 0 , namely OT-manifolds of type p1, 1q, has only one element.
Proposition 6.5: Let X " XpK, U q be an OT manifold of type ps, tq. There exists at most one Lee class of an LCK metric on X, namely the one represented by the U˙O K -invariant form on H sˆCt , θ "
the relation σ i 2 " σ j extends to M , and so also to K 1 " K. This last fact is possible only if i 2 " j.
Remark 6.8: Notice that since H l θ pXq does not vanish and θ is real-valued, by the result of [DLLMP03] θ is not parallel with respect to any metric g on X.
Remark 6.9: In [Kas13b] , OT manifolds are given a solvmanifold structure, namely they are shown to be of the form ΓzG, where G is a solvable Lie group and Γ is a co-compact lattice in G. Consequently, one can consider the cohomologies H ‚ pgq and H ‚ θ pgq, where g is the Lie algebra of G and θ is a closed G-invariant form. A natural question is then: does one have isomorphisms H ‚ dR pXpK, U-H ‚ pgq and H ‚ θ pXpK, U-H ‚ θ pgq? For a general solvmanifold, this does not always hold. However, H. Kasuya proved in [Kas13a, Example 4] that on OT manifolds of type ps, 1q, this isomorphism is valid for the de Rham cohomology. In [AOT18, Theorem 4.3], it is proved that in the twisted cohomology, the isomorphism holds for a subclass of XpK, U q of type ps, 1q, satisfying the so-called Mostow condition. Finally, since in Theorem 5.1 we represented the corresponding cohomologies by invariant forms with respect to the action of G described in [Kas13b] , we obtain as a consequence that for all OT manifolds X of type ps, tq, we have the isomorphism H k θ pXq -H k θ pgq, although they might not all satisfy the Mostow condition. In [Oti18] it was proven that there are no d θ -exact metrics on OT manifolds of type ps, 1q. We give next a generalization of this result, in which we determine all the possible LCK classes in H 2 θ . As a consequence of this, we obtain a hard Lefschetz-type theorem associated to an LCK metric on an OT manifold.
Corollary 6.10: Let X be an OT manifold of type ps, tq with an LCK structure pΩ, θq, where θ " a j idz j^d z j , a j P R ą0 @j P t1, . . . , tu.
In particular, if we let Lef Ω denote the Lefschetz operator Lef Ω " Ω^¨, then for any 0 ď l ď 2m´2, Lef Ω induces a morphism in cohomology:
rLef Ω s : H l pX, Cq Ñ H l`2 θ pXq which is injective for 0 ď l ď m and surjective for m ď l ď 2m´2.
Proof. Let us start by noting that, as in the case of the de Rham cohomology, the twisted cohomology with respect to θ is the twisted cohomology of T-invariant forms. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.1, but can also be seen by an argument completely analogous to Lemma 3.3 and using the fact that θ vanishes on vector fields tangent to T n . Hence, by averaging the form Ω to a T-invariant LCK form Ω 1 as in Proposition 6.5, the twisted class does not change: rΩs θ " rΩ 1 s θ P H 2 θ pXq. At the same time, we saw that the corresponding Kähler form Ω 1 K writes with respect to the splitting (6.4) as Ω 1 K " Ω 0`Ω01`Ω1 , with Ω 0 a constant positive form on C t . Also, given the expression of θ, we have Ω 1 " pv 1¨¨¨vs q 1{t Ω 1 K :" ω 0`ω01`ω1 , where again Ω 1 was decomposed with respect to the splitting (6.4). Clearly, d θ ω 0 " 0, so also d θ pω 01`ω1 q " 0, thus we can write rΩ 1 s θ " rω 0 s θ`r ω 01`ω1 s θ P H 2 θ pXq. Now, since by Proposition 6.7, we
